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European Defence Industry Strategy

Statement at hearing to the Subcommittee on Security and Defence, European parliament

Mr. Jan Pie, Secretary General, Swedish Security and Defence Industry Association

Honorable Members of the Subcommittee on Security and Defence, 

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Its’ an honor to address you on behalf of the Swedish Security and Defence Industry. These are 

indeed challenging times for Europe as well as for its’ security and defence industrial base. 

But in these days of legitimate concerns as well as dome and glom I will do my best to provide a 

positive note on the outlook of the future and the possibilities it holds if we act wisely at this critical 

stage. I will start off by sharing some experiences from the drastic transformation that the Swedish 

security and defence industrial base has undergone during the last decade. This process has very 

much shaped our outlook of how we think that the EU should develop its’ defence industrial 

strategy. I will then provide an overview of some of the key challenges that Europe is confronted 

with today within this sector. And finally, how we should go about to grapple with them in an 

effective way. All with the intention to have a successful European security and defence industrial 

base also well into the 21th century. 
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The future of the European defence industry is an issue that is of paramount importance not just for 

those of us that work in this sector but for the entire industrial landscape in Europe. And I dare to 

say, to the future of a competitive, secure and prosperous Europe. 

The Swedish transformation process

Sweden to a certain extent stands out within the European defence industrial landscape on at least 

three accounts.

Firstly, the Swedish industrial base is, relatively speaking, both rather big and rather successful as 

well as very export oriented. No other country in the world with a comparable size and economy 

can deliver system platforms in air, land and sea. It is one of seven countries in the world that builds 

fighter aircrafts and since the industry is used to work with a small client in the Swedish Armed 

Forces cost-efficiency is crucial in all its technical solutions which make it particularly competitive 

during times of austerities like these.

Sweden was according to the Stockholm Peace Research Institute the largest exporter of defence 

equipment per capita in the world in 2011 and exports have increased by almost 400 percent during 

the last decade. Thus, the domestic market is increasingly being viewed as one market among

others for Swedish companies albeit very important as a point of reference. It is also actually less 

and less dependent on the European market and increasingly focused on emerging markets
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particularly in Asia. It combines export focus with one of the most rigorous export control systems in 

the world. We do not see this export control system as a burden but rather an asset for the industry 

since it brings legitimacy and it is a pre-request for assuring access to technology transfers from 

particularly the United States which is an indispensable partner for Sweden (despite the great 

challenges of the ITAR legislation I should add). In my view success on international markets and an 

ambitious approach to export control walks hand in hand.

Secondly, the Swedish security and defence industrial base is the only one in Europe (of major 

significance) that is completely privately owned and to a significant extent it is also foreign owned. 

This was a strategic decision taken by the Swedish parliament in the 1990’s that we in the industry

today cherish. To put it simply, governments are not better at running defence industries than 

private actors. Furthermore, in all, the foreign ownership of Swedish based industries have helped 

to assure resilience with financing and sales campaigns during times of challenges, contributed to 

collaborative international projects and provided important market access for industries in Sweden. 

At no account has it led to industries being moved out of Sweden. On the contrary, the number of 

people working in the Swedish defence industry is almost at its peak today.   

Thirdly, the Swedish defence industrial base is also exceptionally research intensive. Our by far 

biggest company the Saab group invests approximately 25 percent of its turnover on R&D and on 

average we assume that about 18 percent of the 3.5 billion euro turnover that the Swedish 
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companies generates are devoted to R&D. This is greatly helped by Sweden’s vibrant science and 

technology base I should add. According to the OECD Research and Development Index, Sweden,

per capita, has the most PhD’s in science and technological subjects, the second most that work 

within this area and we rank third with in OECD on the quality of our technical universities and 

colleges.

The challenges for Europe

Now, no nation is an island in today’s globalized economy and despite this somewhat rosy picture 

that I might have given you of the Swedish industries we, of course, are also seriously affected and 

deeply worried about the economic recession in Europe. Yet, we must admit that the challenges for

the European security and defence industrial base date much further back than 2008. 

We have for decades had a situation with over production, lack of economies of scale and 

unnecessary duplication of defence equipment at the same time as Europe lacks key enabling 

military crisis management capabilities that constrain its full potential as global actor. The 

experiences from the recent operations in Libya and Mali serve as examples. 

However, the economic recession with drastically falling defence expenditures have put the 

challenges on steroids and made the situation unbearable. If we don’t reform procurement and 

open up for more competition within Europe we will lose capabilities not only due to shrinking 
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defence budgets, but also due to the fact that we are accepting unnecessary cost- inefficiency. 

Meaning we will lose more capabilities than we have to. The industries will also suffer since our 

most competitive industries will be delimited. The industries will then have to reorient themself 

toward other business sector which might have unintended consequences in the defence field.

We have reached a critical tipping point. The bottom line is that European taxpayers can no longer 

go on spending money that we don’t have on things that we don´t need due to protectionism. 

I have respect for those that say that handling a transformation process of the defence industrial 

landscape and open up for more competition at the risk of creating unemployment at home is too

hard to do particularly during times of austerity. But I don’t agree with it. In my view, it stands into 

contrast to what Europe needs the most these days and that is competiveness and sustainable 

prosperity. Remember that a peaceful and prosperous Europe was built by tearing down walls,

removing tariffs and trade barriers in order to open up to competition. Now the defence market is 

filled with specific conditions that make it different. It is only states that are customers; we need to 

think long and hard about security of supply as well as the issue of autonomy. However the basic 

parameters of market economy also work within the defence sector and we would fool each other if 

we say otherwise.
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The Way Forward 

So I will try to be more concrete then. What do we need to do in my view? I will make four brief 

points.

Firstly, a word about competences and actors. As the Commission now is drafting its communication 

in the run-up to the European Council Meeting of Heads of State and Governments in December 

there are those that are worried about letting in the Commission to much into the field of security 

and defence industry and particularly into defence trade. I am not one of them. Let’s be frank, the 

previous attempts to grapple with the challenges of over production, lacking economies of scale and

protectionism have failed. Neither, the Member States, the LOI-Six Nation Framework, ASD nor EDA 

for that matter has been successful in establishing a long-term viable defence industrial landscape 

or a Level Playing field. If the Commission can use its’ competences and instruments better in this 

reference I welcome this full heartedly.

Secondly, basic market principle legislations are already, to a certain degree, established within this

sector in Europe by the Defence Package. What we need is not more legislation but a much stronger 

and effective monitoring system to assure that this legislation is actually implemented and 

transparent across the EU. 
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Thirdly, in order to achieve the maximum economies of scale inside Europe, there needs to be 

harmonization of requirements and consolidation of demand in all areas of strategic importance.

Member States should clearly define their key national defence capabilities which ideally should be 

underpinned by robust and affordable strategic R&D. All other defence capability requirements 

should be sourced in compliance with the EU’s defence-specific internal market rules, providing 

European defence industry with an assured Level-Playing Field. Particular attention should be 

directed towards sustaining and developing cutting-edge technologies and hence R&D efforts, 

which can guarantee the effectiveness of European military forces and the competitiveness of 

European defence industry. The bottom line is that we need to act more wisely in how money is 

spent in this context by prioritising harder and avoid fragmentation of research projects. The 

current system that we have for Horizon 2020 is just too complicated, cumbersome and slow for 

helping the defence industries in any significant way.

Fourthly, in regards to idea of the establishment of Centre of Excellence or Strategic Clusters within 

the EU we welcome this. However, they should be market driven and not created by political design. 

Furthermore, they should be able to be self-financed in order to be competitive and sustainable. If 

the Commission funds such Centre of Excellence by for example the cohesion funds it would distort 

market driven competition.   
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Conclusions

To conclude, make no mistake, the vision that I have outlined of more competition and a Level-

Playing Field within Europe will be a painful and there will be winners and there will be losers on the 

industrial side. But if we do not step up to the current challenges the situation will be worse. We 

have been used to an exceptionally strong Euro-Atlantic dominance in this area where European 

and American companies have delivered well over 80 percent of the turnover of the industries. Now 

prepare for something else. New industries are developing rapidly from emerging economies 

making the competition much more intensive in the future. If we enter this new and more 

competitive environment without having undertaken the necessary restructuring process in Europe 

we will all lose out in the end. We might face a scenario where both jobs and R&D are leaving 

Europe. 

However, if we, on the contrary, rise to the occasion by opening up for healthy competition, spend 

money more focused on strategic projects that generates effective military capabilities and 

industrial competitiveness then Europe has all the potential to have a successful security and 

defence industrial base also well into the 21th century.

Thank you for your attention!
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